New Amplifier has
Bridge-Circuit Output
D j. T O M C IK A N D A. M W IG G IN S "

A new output circuit for a high quality audio amplifier is described It is one which elimi
nates switching transients, provides unity coupling of the two output tubes and has low quies
cent current. A comparison is made between this and conventional push pull c.rcuits.

have
always been the strongest link in
the chain of components required in
a reproducing system. Even though a
high degree of excellence has been at
tained in most existing amplifiers, much
is left to be accomplished in their appli
cation to the system. The power stage
and the output transformer are the pot
tions in which one can expect the great
est advances in materials, techniques,
and circuitry.

H

i g h -quality audio amplifiers

O u t p u t T r a n s f o r m e r R e q u ir e m e n t s

One requirement for a high-quality
output transformer in a conventional
push-pull circuit is that it must have
negligible leakage reactance to avoid
transient distortion clue to collapsing
currents when each tube is driven beyond
cutoff. The collapsing current which
causes the transient condition appears as
a parasitic oscillation in the wave-form
at the plate current cutoff points. A
large value of leakage reactance also
causes the transformer efficiency to de
crease at high frequencies, resulting in a
reduction in power-output capability, as
well as increased distortion and poor
frequency response.
Another requirement of an output
transformer is that the distributed ca
pacitance of the winding be low to
insure power-handling ability of the am
plifier at high frequencies. Excessive
distributed capacitance also causes at
tenuation of the high frequencies and
excessive phase shift.
Still another requirement is that the
transformer have enough inductance to
reproduce the lowest frequency desired.
This article describes an output circuit
which relieves the output transformer of
many of these limiting effects and which
overcomes many of the inherent disad
vantages of the conventional push-pull
circuit.
D e s c r ip tio n o f C ir c u it

Figure 1 shows a push-pull output
circuit which lias departed radically
from the conventional circuitry, lit order
to show the circuit in a simplified form
in the schematic, batteries are used in
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lieu of power supplies. One of the two
power supplies necessary with this cir
cuit is connected from the plate of each
tube to the cathode of the other. The d c.
plate current of each tube circulates
through both power supplies without
passing through the windings of the out
put transformer. Only a negligible cur
rent caused b\ the dissimilarity in the
output tubes Hows through the output
transformer.
The circuit is drawn to illustrate that
it is a balanced bridge under no-signal
conditions. The bridge consists of the

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of output circuit show
ing B supply for low level stages.

two tubes Vt and V» and the two power
supplies Ei and E . The output trans
former is placed across the bridge from
cathode to cathode and is provided with
a centertap which establishes the grid-to
cathode circuits through the bias E j.
Identical operation can he had by placing
an untapped transformer from plate to
plate and by providing grid-to-cathode
continuity with high resistances from
each cathode to bias voltage £*. In the
interest of simplicity, the tubes are
shown here as tnodes although pentodes,
tetrodes, and beam-power tubes can be
used as well.
The total primary winding is pre
sented as a load to each tube. One half of
this load is in the cathode circuit and the
other half is in the plate circuit. The
plate load of one tube is the cathode load
of the other (and vice versa). Since each
tube looks into the same load, there is
perfect load coupling between the tubes.

Though considerable leakage reactance
may exist in the transformer, no switch
ing transients can occur when either of
the tubes is driven past cutoff, since both
halves of the primary have the same sig
nal current flowing through them. Thus
switching transients, which are so
troublesome in conventional push-pull
class AB and B amplifiers, and which
place severe requirements on the output
transformer, are eliminated with tins
arrangement.
The impedance of the primary wind
ing of the transformer in this circuit is
only one-fourth the impedance of the
plate-to-plate winding used in a con
ventional push-pull output circuit using
the same type of tubes. This lower im
pedance primary permits the transformer
to be wound with much less capacitance
than would be possible witli the higher
impedance of a conventional circuit.
Any amount of cathode feedback can
be obtained by using transformer inter
stage coupling and connecting the cath
ode lead of an interstage transformer
secondary to appropriate taps on the
output transformer winding. For ex
ample. in designing the amplifier it is
possible to use class ABi operation with
R-C coupling and maximum cathode
degenerative feedback, as is the case in
Fig. 1. Under these conditions the new
output circuit is similar in operation to
a cathode-follower type, and has a volt
age gain of less than one. The cathode
follower has the advantage of a large
amount of feedback, with resultant low
distortion along with low output imped
ance.
The perfect coupling between the two
tubes allows the tubes to be operated
with low' quiescent current—almost to
the point of ckiss B operation. Opera
tion under these conditions allows the
circuit to produce more power without
exceeding the rating of the tubes.
T h e D r iv e C ir c u it

Since the output stage gain is less
than unity in a cathode-follower circuit,
a higher drive voltage is needed on the
grids than in a circuit with less feedback.
This higher undistorted voltage can be
obtained without increasing the plate
voltage of the drivers with the circuit
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shown in Fig. 2. In this circuit the B+
of the driver tubes is taken from the
plates of the output tubes. This increase
in B-supply due to the addition of onehalf of the output signal voltage to the
supply permits the driver tubes to oper
ate linearly over a greater range of grid
voltage than would be possible with the
same fixed supply voltage.
B - S u p p l y fo r L o w - L e v e l S ta g e s

In the circuit diagram of Fig. 1 two
power supplies are shown, both of which
are above ground. The total output sig
nal appears between the two power sup
plies while one-half the signal appears

Fig. 4. The A-30
amplifier, a 30-watt
unit used with a
remote preamplifier.

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram showing variable volt
age and current feedback used to change
internal impedance of the amplifier.

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the A-30 amplifier.

conductor in the air gap, etk In the
finished model of the amplifier, means
are pro\ ided which allow the internal
resistance oi the amplifier to be varied
over a wide range. This variable internal
resistance allows the amplifier to be ad
justed so that it presents the optimum
damping factor for critically damping
any speaker combination. Damping faclors greater than unity are achieved by
varying amounts of negative voltage
feedback from the output to the first
stage cathode circuit as shown in Fig. 3.
Conversely, damping factors less than
unity are produced by varying amounts
of negative current feedback obtained
front the low res stance inserted in the
speaker circuit. By combining the two
types of feedback with the aid of a
ganged potentiometer as shown, the
overall feedback is maintained constant
The damping factor, however, is varied
over a wide range. Needless to say, the
maximum power available from the am
plifier is independent of the damping
factor and remains constant.

between each power supply and ground.
The lower-level amplifier stages and
phase splitter must be provided with a
single power supply with the negative
terminal grounded. Ligitre 1 shows how
this is accomplished. Two equal resistors
are connected to the two B+ voltages.
At the junction of tie two resistors a
capacitor is connected to ground. No
signal voltage exists from the junction
of these two resistors to ground since
the circuit is balanced. Any small outof-balance signal is filtered by the capac
itor. This provides a Bt for the lower
level stages which is free from the sig
nal ill the output stage.
V a r ia b le D a m p in g F a cto r

It is desirable to have the amplifier
present the correct impedance io the
speaker to achieve optimum speaker per
formance at low frequencies. This value
of speaker critical damping resistance
varies widely with different speakers and
is dependent on such parameters as the
flux density, type of enclosure, length of

TABLE
A M P L IF IE R

1
A-20-C

2 -6 B C 6
3 0 W a tts
0 .2 5 db

2 -6 V 6 C T
2 0 W a tts
1 db

2 0 - 5 0 , 0 0 0 cps
Less than 1 %

2 0 - 2 0 , 0 0 0 cps
Less than 1 %

Less than 1 %

Less than 1 . 5 %
- 7 0 db
33 db
Between 0.1 and

-90 db
31 db
Betw een 0.1

Several designs of amplifiers were de
veloped using the basic theory explained
in the preceeding paragraphs. These are
currently available in the Electro-Voice,
Inc. line of high-fidelity amplifiers. One
of the units, the \-30, is shown in Fig.
4. The circuit diagram of this amplifier
is shown in Fig. 5. It is a line amplifier
designed to be used in conjunction with
a remote preamplifier unit. Another unit,
the A-20-C has a complete preamplifier
section integral with the power amplifier,
and is shown in Fig. 6. The operating
specifications of the two units are shown
in Table 1.
Figure 7 is the schematic of the smal
ler unit, showing the input circuitry, tone
controls, and phono equalization circuits.
Provision is made for both magnetic and
ceramic or crystal pickups, and a highgain '‘flat” input is provided for micro
phone input.
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Fig. 6. The 20-watt model, A 20-C, with a
complete built-in preamplifier.

